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Abstract—This paper presents a Model Predictive Control
(MPC)-based coordinated voltage control scheme for distribution
networks with high penetration of distributed generation (DG)
and energy storage. In this scheme, the DG units, energy
storage devices and on-load tap changer (OLTC) are optimally
coordinated to maintain all bus voltages in the network within a
permissable range. To better coordinate the economical operation
and voltage regulation, two control modes are designed according
to the operating conditions. In the preventive mode, the DG
units operate in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
mode. State-of-charge (SoC) of energy storage system (ESS)
units and power outputs of DG and ESS units are optimized
while maintaining the voltages within the feasible range. In the
corrective mode, active power curtailment of DG units is also used
as a necessary method to correct the severe voltage deviations.
The voltage sensitivity coefficients with respect to the power
injections and tap changes are updated in real time using an
analytical sensitivity calculation method to improve the compu-
tation efficiency. A test system consisting of two 20kV feeders fed
from the same substation based on a real distribution network
was used to validate the proposed coordinated voltage control
scheme under both normal and large-disturbance conditions.

Index Terms—active power curtailment, distribution genera-
tion (DG), distribution network, energy storage, model predictive
control (MPC), reactive power control, voltage control.
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INTEGRATION of distributed generation (DG) into low
voltage (LV)/medium voltage (MV) distribution networks is

one of the most viable ways to meet the ever increased energy
demand and alleviate the growing pressure over environmental
issues around the world. The traditional passive distribution
networks are gradually transforming into active distribution
networks (ADNs) with the role of energy collection, trans-
mission, storage and distribution [1]. DG such as photovoltaic
(PV) and wind power can provide clean energy. However,
with the increasing penetration of DG, it brings a number of
technical challenges such as power quality, voltage regulation,
protection and stability [2].

Voltage regulation issue of ADNs is one of the key issues
that limits the integration of DG in networks. On one hand,
DG can cause bi-directional power flow and thus create voltage
rise problem on the feeders. On the other hand, the stochastic
and intermittent nature of renewable energy and the high
R/X ratio of LV/MV networks may lead to frequent and
significant fluctuation of voltages. The distribution network
operators (DNOs) cannot effectively regulate the voltage pro-
file across the networks if only relying on the conventional
voltage regulation equipments including on-load tap changer
(OLTC), step voltage regulator (SVR), and switched capacitor
banks (CBs), limited by their slow response, discrete actions
and independent control manner [3]. To better control the
voltages, more advanced control methods are urgently needed,
motivating a considerable number of studies in this area.

The simplest and low-cost methods are designed in decen-
tralized autonomous manner without any coordination between
the DG units and conventional voltage control devices. The
reactive power outputs or power factors of DG units are
locally adjusted to mitigate the voltage rise on the feeders
[4]– [7], and sometimes, the curtailment of active power of
DG is inevitable to effectively regulate the voltage. The non-
coordinated methods cause competition among DG units and
may interface with the OLTC and SVR, posing the possibility
of undesired islanding.

The centralized coordinated voltage control strategies based
on optimization algorithms have been widely studied, which
can achieve the optimal control performance. In such schemes,
a central controller is required to collect the operating informa-
tion of the whole network, solve the centralized optimization
problem and send back control commands to each device. In
[3], the impact of power injections of DG units on OLTC
and SVR was analyzed and a voltage control strategy was
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proposed to reduce the total number of OLTC actions over
a day. In [8] and [9], the optimal power flow (OPF)-based
voltage control strategies were designed, aiming to minimize
the curtailed active power of DG units. A combined local
and centralized active/reactive power control of PV inverters
was presented in [10]. The active and reactive power of PV
units are controlled by the rules based on piece-wise linear
functions with tunable parameters optimized by the central
controller. In [11], a coordinated voltage control strategy was
proposed to allow independent power producers to offer the
voltage regulation ancillary service. It was formulated into
a nonlinear constrained optimization problem and solved by
the sequential quadratic programming algorithm. In [12], an
optimal voltage control scheme of ADNs was proposed which
was formulated as a standard OPF problem and showed better
control performance than the rule-based algorithm. In [13],
the soft open point was also considered in voltage control
and coordinated with other controllable devices including
DG, CBs and OLTC. Similarly, a multi-objective mixed-
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model for voltage
control was formulated and solved using the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm in [14]. In [15], a real-time
demand response control scheme was proposed with the
aim of continuously supporting the grid needs in terms of
voltage control. In [16], the energy storage system (ESS)
units were indirectly controlled by the DNOs via real-time
demand response broadcast signals to provide voltage support
service for the networks. In [17], a Model Predictive Control
(MPC) scheme of distribution networks with PV and energy
storage systems was proposed, aiming to minimize operating
costs with the constraints of network voltage magnitude. In
[18], a model-free centralized control strategy was proposed
to regulate the active power of distributed energy resources
(DERs) in LV distribution networks in order to maintain the
voltages within the feasible range. In [19], both of the active
and reactive power of DERs were controlled to minimize the
network losses and mitigate the voltage deviations. The authors
of [20] proposed a two-stage control scheme to mitigate the
voltage issues caused by the solar generation by coordinating
electric vehicles and conventional voltage regulation devices.

Moreover, in recent years, distributed control strategies,
based on the distributed control, optimization and multi-agent
techniques, have attracted a lot of attention [21]– [23]. How-
ever, to implement the distributed control scheme, several key
issues must be considered firstly such as data standardization,
platform, communication language, synchronization, etc [2].

The previous centralized optimization-based voltage control
methods are mostly developed based on the one-step optimiza-
tion models, neglecting the dynamic transition between two
states. Moreover, they often have a single control mode which
may be not sufficient to deal with variable operation condi-
tions in ADNs. Moreover, the constant sensitivity coefficients
obtained from the offline power flow analysis are often used,
of which the errors may deteriorate the control performance.

The main contribution of this paper is a centralized co-
ordinated voltage control scheme design based on the MPC
to regulate the voltages in distribution networks with high
penetration of DG and ESS. In this scheme, the active and

Fig. 1. Structure of the coordinated voltage control for distribution networks
with DG and ESS.

reactive power of DG units, and charging/discharging power of
ESS units are optimally coordinated. Moreover, the expected
actions of OLTC are considered in the optimization problem.
Compared with the existing work, the main advantages of
proposed scheme are summarized as follows:
• The voltage regulation capabilities of DG units, ESS units

and OLTC with different response time are fully utilized
and optimally coordinated.

• The impact of OLTC actions on voltage is considered
to mitigate the possible cluttering caused by the hunting
between the DG/ESS units and OLTC.

• A modified clustering-based approach is proposed to bet-
ter select the monitored (critical) buses in the networks.

• Two different control modes (preventive mode/corrective
mode) are designed to coordinate the maximum energy
usage and voltage regulation issue according to the oper-
ating conditions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II briefly introduces the proposed MPC-based coordinated
voltage control scheme. Section III presents the efficient ana-
lytical sensitivity calculation method. Section IV presents the
improved clustering-based method for critical bus selection. In
Section V, the coordination strategy between the OLTC and
MPC controller is described. In Section VI, the mathematical
formulation of the MPC-based voltage control problem is
presented. Section VII presents the simulation results followed
by conclusions.

II. MPC-BASED COORDINATED VOLTAGE CONTROL

The centralized coordinated voltage control is performed
by the DNOs by managing various controllable resources
including the DG and ESS units while considering the impact
of potential actions of OLTC which is controlled by its local
automatic voltage control (AVC) system. The data acquisition
system of the network collects the network operating informa-
tion including: 1) bus voltage phasors; 2) active and reactive
power injections of DG units and their maximum available
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power; 3) charing/discharing power of ESS units and their SoC
information; 4) operating information of OLTC transformers
including the time-to-act and current tap position which can
be obtained from its local AVC signals. Based on the real-
time measurements, a state estimator provides the network
state information to the DNOs. Next, the DNOs formulate
and solve the MPC-based optimal control problem to generate
the control commands of DG and ESSs. Finally, the control
commands are sent to each unit. The optical fiber or WiFi
communication technologies with a limited time delay can be
used to achieve fast data transmission. Since the centralized
control highly relies on the communication, the redundant
communication network (satisfying the N − 1 criterion) is
required to guarantee the robustness of the communication
network against communication failures. For computation per-
formance, since it only requires standard QP computation with
continuous variables. Various advanced commercial solvers
can efficiently solve it in milliseconds.

From an economic perspective, it is costly to monitor all
bus voltages in real-life implementation. Consequently, the
configuration of the voltage measurement should be addressed.
The clustering-based zoning method, which was originally
used in secondary voltage control of transmission systems, is
modified and used in this scheme to divide buses into several
zones and select the critical buses of the networks, considering
the effect of active power on voltages. This work can be done
by offline analysis or adaptively updating in real time.

The voltage sensitivity calculation is performed to develop
the linearized network model for voltage prediction. Since
they vary with the operating state of the networks, an efficient
analytical sensitivity calculation method is adopted to update
the voltage sensitivity coefficients in each control step to
guarantee the control performance.

Two control modes are designed: 1) preventive mode,
which is chosen when all the monitored bus voltages are
within the predefined limits; and 2) corrective mode, which
is activated if any monitored bus voltage violates the limits.
In the preventive mode, the DG units operate at the MPPT
mode to improve the energy usage. The reactive power of
DG units, and the charging/discharing power of ESS units
are optimally controlled to maintain the voltages within the
feasible range. Additionally, the state-of-charge (SoC) of ESS
units and power output variations of DG and ESS units are
optimized as well. In the corrective mode, all these devices
are coordinated to correct the severe voltage deviations. The
active power curtailment of DG units is also used to accelerate
the voltage recovery. The potential tap changes of OLTC are
predicted and considered in the MPC formulation.

The proposed MPC-based control scheme can be also
applied for meshed networks. However, the sensitivity cal-
culation method should be replaced by other methods. The
sensitivity coefficients with respect to power injections can be
obtained using the Jacobian matrix while those with the tap
change can be calculated by the numerical method (two power
flow computation with a single tap position change).

III. SENSITIVITY CALCULATION

The typical method for voltage sensitivity calculation is
using the updated Jacobian matrix derived from the power
flow problem. This method can only calculate the sensitivity
coefficients with respect to the power injections. The Jacobian
matrix needs to be rebuilt and inverted for each control
period. This procedure creates non-trivial computation con-
straints for implementing real-time centralized or decentralized
controllers. For the voltage sensitivity with respect to the tap
changes, it is calculated using the numerical method: perform
two runs of power flow calculation with a single tap position
difference and then compare the solution. It is time-consuming
and the Newton-Raphson algorithm may fail to converge due
to the high R/X ratio in LV/MV distribution networks. Thus,
an analytical sensitivity calculation method developed in [24]
is adopted in this paper to overcome these disadvantages and
improve the computation efficiency.

Suppose the network comprised of N buses including NS
slack buses and NI buses with PQ injections. S and I denote
the set of slack buses and the buses with PQ injections,
respectively (i.e. S ∪I = {1, 2, ..., N} and S ∩I = ∅). Define
V i , Vie

jθi for i ∈ S ∪ I and Si = Pi + jQi for i ∈ I. The
relationship between bus voltages and power injections is,

Si = V i
∑
j∈S∪I

Y bus,ijV j (1)

where Y bus,ij denotes the elements of the admittance matrix
[Y bus]N×N . Si and V i denote the conjugates of Si and V i,
respectively. The following sensitivity calculation is based on
this equation.

A. Voltage Sensitivity With Respect to Power Injections

Firstly, the partial derivatives of Si for i ∈ I with respect to
active power injection Pl and reactive power injection Ql of
a bus l ∈ I should be calculated, which satisfy the following
equations,

∂Si
∂Pl

=
∂ {Pi − jQi}

∂Pl
=
∂V i
∂Pl

∑
j∈S∪I

Y bus,ijV j

+ V i
∑
j∈I

Y bus,ij
∂V j
∂Pl

=

{
1, for i = l.

0, for i 6= l.
(2)

∂Si
∂Ql

=
∂ {Pi − jQi}

∂Ql
=
∂V i
∂Ql

∑
j∈S∪I

Y bus,ijV j

+ V i
∑
j∈I

Y bus,ij
∂V j
∂Ql

=

{
−j1, for i = l.

0, for i 6= l.
(3)

It can be observed that (2) is linear with respect to ∂V i/∂Pl
and ∂V i/∂Pl; and (3) is linear with respect to ∂V i/∂Ql
and ∂V i/∂Ql. Thus, once ∂V i/∂Pl, ∂V i/∂Pl, ∂V i/∂Ql and
∂V i/∂Ql are obtained, the voltage sensitivity coefficients with
respect to power injections can be calculated by,

∂Vi
∂Pl

=
1

Vi
Re
(
V i
∂V i
∂Pl

)
(4)
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Fig. 2. Equivalent model of an OLTC transformer.

∂Vi
∂Ql

=
1

Vi
Re
(
V i
∂V i
∂Ql

)
(5)

B. Voltage Sensitivity With Respect to Tap Changes

It is assumed that the OLTC transformer is located at the
slack bus of the distribution network. Since it is difficult
to directly calculate the voltage sensitivity coefficients with
respect to tap changes, the voltage sensitivity coefficients with
respect to the slack bus voltage are derived firstly and then
the voltage sensitivity coefficients with respect to tap changes
can be obtained. For a bus i ∈ I, the partial derivatives with
respect to voltage magnitude Vk of a slack bus k ∈ S are
derived by,

−V iY bus,ike
jθk = W ik

∑
j∈S∪I

Y bus,ijV j + V i
∑
j∈I

Y bus,ijW jk

(6)
where

W ik =
∂V i
∂Vk

=

(
1

Vi

∂Vi
∂Vk

+ j
∂θi
Vk

)
V i.

Similarly, (6) is linear with respect to W ik and W ik. Once
W ik and W ik are obtained, the sensitivity coefficients with
respect to the slack bus voltage magnitude at bus k ∈ S can
be calculated by,

∂Vi
∂Vk

= ViRe
(
W ik

V i

)
. (7)

Considering a transformer with OLTC on the secondary wind-
ing (MV side) as illustrated in Fig. 2, the ratio relationship can
be expressed as,

Vk2

Vk1
= (1 +Ntap ·∆Vtap) · VN1

VN2
(8)

where Vk1 and Vk2 are the primary and secondary voltage
of the ideal transformer, respectively; VN1 and VN2 are the
nominal voltages of the transformer, Ntap is the tap position
and ∆Vtap is the voltage step per tap; Zt is the equivalent
impedance of the transformer. Suppose the slack bus voltage
Vk1 keeps constant and the tap position moves from Ntap to
N ′tap (∆Ntap = N ′tap − Ntap), the sensitivity coefficient of
Vk2 with respect to the tap change Ntap can be obtained by,

∆Vk2

∆Ntap
= Vk1 ·∆Vtap ·

VN1

VN2
. (9)

Then, combining (7) and (9), the voltage sensitivity coeffi-
cients with respect to tap changes can be calculated by,

∆Vi
∆Ntap

= Vk1 ·∆Vtap ·
VN1

VN2
· ∂Vi
∂Vk

. (10)

IV. CRITICAL BUS SELECTION

To regulate the voltages of the distribution networks within
the permissable range, the controller should know the real-
time operating states of the distribution networks. However,
the complete supervisor control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system is impractical in distribution networks considering the
heavy burden of investment, implying that it is impossible to
monitor all bus voltages in the networks. Therefore, several
representative critical buses, which can reflect the whole sys-
tem operating conditions, should be selected as the monitored
buses. Thus, a systematic critical bus selection method based
on the clustering technique is proposed in this paper, by
modifying the zoning method in the secondary voltage control
of transmission systems.

The concept of electrical distance was first introduced in
[25], which is calculated only using the sensitivity coefficients
∂V/∂Q. The coupling between two buses is quantified by
αij = (∂Vi/∂Qj) / (∂Vj/∂Qj). This is based on the as-
sumption that the voltage variations are decoupled with the
active power injections due to the low R/X ratio. In the
LV/MV distribution networks, the impact of active power
injections should be taken into account. The sum of the voltage
sensitivity coefficients with respect to active and reactive injec-
tions is considered to represent the comprehensive sensitivity.
Therefore, the degree of coupling in terms of voltage between
buses i and j is quantified by,

αij =
| ∂Vi

∂Pj
|+ | ∂Vi

∂Qj
|

| ∂Vj

∂Pj
|+ | ∂Vj

∂Qj
|
. (11)

Then, the electrical distance between buses i and j can be
defined as [25],

Dij = −log(αij · αji). (12)

There are several commonly used clustering methods such
as the hierarchical clustering method, k-means algorithm,
fuzzy-c means algorithm and spectral-way clustering method
[26]– [27]. In this paper, the hierarchical clustering method
(agglomerative clustering) is used to divided the buses into
several groups. In the beginning, each bus represents a clus-
ter. Then, the distance between two clusters CI and CJ is
computed by,

DIJ = min {Dij : i ∈ CI and j ∈ CJ} . (13)

Then, the clusters are merged based on,

CI ∪ CJ : min {DIJ} . (14)

The steps are carried out iteratively to form a dendrogram.
Finally, a threshold is chosen to determine the zoning results.

After that, for each zone, the critical buses can be de-
termined by the following principle: since all DG-connected
buses are monitored, if the group includes the DG-connected
buses, these connected buses will be selected as the critical
buses; otherwise, the buses at the end of feeder are first
considered to be selected. For sensitivity coefficients updating
using the method developed in Section III, all the critical bus
voltages can be directly obtained (measured) and the other
non-critical bus voltages are assumed to be equal to the critical
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Fig. 3. The principle of OLTC operation.

bus voltages with the small electrical distance. It is expected
that the closed-loop nature of MPC will compensate the minor
errors of sensitivity coefficients.

V. COORDINATION WITH OLTC

The OLTC is an efficient voltage control device which
can directly change the voltage level of the whole networks.
In general, the OLTC is controlled only using the local
automatic voltage regulator. The principle of OLTC operation
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The OLTC will perform a tap change if the controlled bus
voltage (The voltage of the MV side bus of the main substation
transformer VMV is controlled by the OLTC.) violates the
predefined dead-band Vdeadband for longer than a predefine
time delay Tdelay, i.e.,

∆Ntap =


+1, if VMV < V ref

MV −
Vdeadband

2

−1, if VMV > V ref
MV +

Vdeadband

2

(15)

where Vdeadband and Tdelay are introduced in order to avoid
frequent and unnecessary switching around the reference volt-
age V ref

MV, which may reduce OLTC lifetime. Vdeadband is often
designed symmetrical around the reference. The mechanical
time delay Tmech, typically in 3 − 10 s, is required for the
OLTC to move the taps by one position. The non-sequential
mode is adopted for the OLTC, in which the OLTC makes
no distinction between the first and subsequent tap changes.
Thus, suppose the tap action is triggered at t = ttri, the time
of the tap change can be estimated as tact = ttri + Tmech.

At each control point, if the tap action has been triggered
and the current tap position is not at the minimum N tap or
maximum position N tap, the triggered time ttri and current
tap position Ntap will be sent to the voltage controller (if
not, the ”No Action” signal will be sent). Then the voltage
controller will detect if there is a potential tap change within
the prediction horizon Hp. Suppose the control period is Tc,
the number of prediction steps is Np (Np = Hp/Tc) and the
current time is t0, the indication of the potential tap change
for the kth prediction step Signtap[k] can be obtained by,

Signtap[k] =


1, if tact ≤ t0 + k × Tc

and N tap < Ntap < N tap.

0, otherwise.

(16)

Compared with those optimization methods in which the
OLTC is directly included in the optimization model as a
control variable, the proposed coordination method has the
following advantages: 1) It just needs time information sent
from the OLTC controller rather than changing the existing
control structure of OLTC, implying low extra investment and
better feasibility; 2) It could avoid the heavy computation bur-
den of the formulated MINLP problem due to the introduction
of discrete control variables.

VI. MPC FORMULATION OF THE COORDINATED VOLTAGE
CONTROL SCHEME

In the MPC, the control commands are obtained by solving
a discrete-time optimal control problem over a given horizon
Hp. An optimal control command sequence is produced and
only the first control in the sequence is applied. The control
period Tc is normally designed in seconds. From the computa-
tion perspective, the length of prediction steps Np and control
steps Nc should be equal. In this following subsections, the
MPC formulation of the proposed coordinated voltage control
scheme including two control modes is developed.

A. Modelling

1) DG units: The inverter-based DG is considered in this
paper. Since the control period is designed in seconds, which is
much longer than the response time of voltage source converter
(VSC)-based inverter (in milliseconds), the dynamics of power
reference tracking of the inverter can be neglected, i.e., PDG =
P ref

DG and QDG = Qref
DG, with the power output and rate limits,

0 ≤ PDG ≤ Pmax
DG , (17)

|∆PDG| < ∆Pmax
DG , (18)√

P 2
DG +Q2

DG ≤ SDG, (19)

|∆QDG| ≤ ∆Qmax
DG . (20)

where PDG, QDG, and SDG are the active, reactive power and
nominal capacity of DG units; Pmax

DG is the maximum available
power; ∆Pmax

DG and ∆Qmax
DG denote the power rate limits. For

the constraint (19), if active and reactive are both optimized,
a solution with decoupled constraint is performed first and
then if they exceeds the capacity limit, a proportional scale
method is used to fulfill the constraint. If only reactive power
is controlled, its limit is calculated based on the current active
power.

2) ESS units: The ESS unit can be modeled by a simple
integrator and its SoC in discrete time can be described by,

CESS[k+ 1] = CESS[k]−PESS[k] ·∆t− ηloss ·CESS[k] (21)

with the operation limits,

Cmin
ESS ≤ CESS ≤ Cmax

ESS , (22)

Pmin
ESS ≤ PESS ≤ Pmax

ESS , (23)
|∆PESS| ≤ ∆Pmax

ESS , (24)

where CESS denotes the charging quantity (SoC =
CESS/C

max
ESS ), PESS denotes the discharging power and ηloss

denotes the loss coefficients. Since the time scale of the studied
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problem in this paper is in the range of seconds to minutes,
the loss term can be neglected. Pmin

ESS and Pmax
ESS denote the

power output limits. ∆Pmax
ESS denotes the power rate limit.

3) Network: Generally, the distribution networks can be
modeled by the power flow equations. In this paper, a lin-
earized model derived from the Taylor approximation at the
operating point is used to predict the voltage V̂ affected by
the control variables, which is,

V̂ = V [0] +
∂V

∂P>
∆P +

∂V

∂Q>
∆Q+

∆V

∆Ntap
∆Ntap. (25)

where V [0] denote the current voltage; ∆P , ∆Q and ∆Ntap

denote the variations of active/reactive power injections and
tap position, respectively.

B. MPC Formulation

Firstly, the incremental vectors of PDG, QDG, PESS, and
the vector of SoC are defined as,

∆PDG[k] , [∆PDG1 [k],∆PDG2 [k], . . . ,∆PDGNDG
[k]]>,

∆QDG[k] , [∆QDG1
[k],∆QDG2

[k], . . . ,∆QDGNDG
[k]]>,

∆PESS[k] , [∆PESS1
[k],∆PESS2

[k], . . . ,∆PESSNESS
[k]]>,

SoC[k] , [SoC1[k],SoC2[k], . . . ,SoCNESS
[k]]>,

where ∆PDGi
[k] , PDGi

[k] − PDGi
[0], ∆QDGi

[k] ,
QDGi

[k] − QDGi
[0], ∆PESSi

[k] , PESSi
[k] − PESSi

[0].
PDGi [0], QDGi [0], and PESSi [0] are their current values.

1) Preventive mode: If all the monitored buses including
the MV side bus of main substation are within the predefined
limit, i.e., ‖Vcri− Vref‖ < V th

cri , the MPC controller will be in
the preventive control mode where V th

cri is the threshold value.
For VMV, the threshold is Vdeadband/2, which is typically
twice the tap step, and, for other buses, it is typically 0.05
p.u.∼0.1 p.u.. Vref is the reference value derived from system
operators (typically 1.0 p.u.). The voltage vector of M critical
buses is defined as Vcri , [Vcri1 , Vcri2 , ..., VcriM ]>. In the pre-
ventive mode, DG units operates in the MPPT mode to capture
more energy. The control variables are the the reactive power
outputs of DG units QDG and charging/discharing power of
ESS units PESS. The voltages, power output variations of DG
and ESS units are optimized. Besides, the SoC of ESS unit will
be included in the cost function if it violates the predefined
limits [SoCmid − ε, SoCmid + ε] where SoCmid is typically
50%. The mathematical model of the MPC problem can be
formulated as,

min

Np∑
k=1

(∥∥∥V̂cri[k]− Vref

∥∥∥2

WV

+ ‖SoC[k]− SoCmid‖2WSoC

+ ‖∆QDG[k]−∆QDG[k − 1]‖2W∆DG

+‖∆PESS[k]−∆PESS[k − 1]‖2W∆ESS

)
(26)

subject to

Qmin
DGi
≤ QDGi

[0] + ∆QDGi
[k] ≤ Qmax

DGi
, ∀i,∀k (27)

Pmin
ESSi

≤ PESSi
[0] + ∆PESSi

[k] ≤ Pmax
ESSi

, ∀i,∀k (28)
−∆Qmax

DGi
≤ ∆QDGi

[k]−∆QDGi
[k − 1] ≤ ∆Qmax

DGi
, ∀i,∀k

(29)

−∆Pmax
ESSi

≤ ∆PESSi [k]−∆PESSi [k − 1] ≤ ∆Pmax
ESSi

, ∀i, ∀k
(30)

SoCmin
i ≤ SoCi[k] ≤ SoCmax

i , ∀i,∀k (31)
SoCi[k] = SoCi[k − 1]− PESSi [k − 1] · Tc/Cmax

ESSi
, ∀i,∀k

(32)

V̂crii [k] = Vcrii [0] +
∂Vcrii

∂Q>DG

·∆QDG[k] +
∂Vcrii

∂P>ESS

·∆PESS[k]

∀i,∀k (33)

where WV, WSoC, W∆DG, and W∆ESS are the diag-
onal weighting matrixes for voltages, SoC, power out-
put variations of DG and ESS units. The vector of the
predicted critical bus voltages is defined as V̂cri[k] ,
[V̂cri1 [k], V̂cri2 [k]], . . . , V̂criM [k]]>.

2) Corrective mode: If any monitored bus violates the
limits, the MPC controller will be switched to the corrective
mode to correct the voltages. In addition to QDG and PESS,
the active power outputs of DG units PDG are also controlled
to help the voltage correction. The voltage deviations and
curtailed energy are minimized in this mode. The mathematical
model can be formulated as,

min

Np∑
k=1

(∥∥∥V̂cri[k]− Vref

∥∥∥2

WV

+ ‖PDG[k]− Pmax
DG [k]‖2WE

)
(34)

subject to

0 ≤ PDGi
[0] + ∆PDGi

[k] ≤ Pmax
DGi

, ∀i, ∀k (35)

Qmin
DGi
≤ QDGi [0] + ∆QDGi [k] ≤ Qmax

DGi
, ∀i,∀k (36)

Pmin
ESSi

≤ PESSi
[0] + ∆PESSi

[k] ≤ Pmax
ESSi

, ∀i,∀k (37)

−∆Qmax
DGi
≤ ∆QDGi

[k]−∆QDGi
[k − 1] ≤ ∆Qmax

DGi
, ∀i,∀k

(38)

−∆Pmax
ESSi

≤ ∆PESSi [k]−∆PESSi [k − 1] ≤ ∆Pmax
ESSi

, ∀i,∀k
(39)

SoCmin
i ≤ SoCi[k] ≤ SoCmax

i , ∀i,∀k (40)

SoCi[k] = SoCi[k−1]−PESSi
[k−1]·Tc/Cmax

ESSi
, ∀i,∀k (41)

V̂crii [k] = Vcrii [0] +
∂Vcrii

∂P>DG

·∆PDG[k] +
∂Vcrii

∂Q>DG

·∆QDG[k]

+
∂Vcrii

∂P>ESS

·∆PESSi
[k] + Signtap[k] · ∆Vcri

∆Ntap
·∆Ntap, ∀i,∀k

(42)

where WV and WE are the diagonal weighting matrixes
for voltage and energy curtailment, respectively. To better
correct the severe voltage deviations, for WV, the elements are
determined by a dynamic weighting allocation method [28].

The presented MPC problem can be transformed into a
standard quadratic programming (QP) problem and efficiently
solved by the commercial QP solvers in milliseconds.
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Fig. 4. The network topology.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF DG AND ESS UNITS

DG No. Location Capacity(MW) ESS Capacity(MWh)
DG 01 Bus05 0.5 0.1
DG 02 Bus07 2 0.4
DG 03 Bus20 2 0.4
DG 04 Bus24 0.5 0.1
DG 05 Bus31 0.5 0.1
DG 06 Bus36 0.5 0.1
DG 07 Bus39 2 0.4
DG 08 Bus45 0.5 0.1

VII. CASE STUDY

In this section, the performance of the proposed MPC-based
coordinated voltage control scheme is tested in a modified
Finnish distribution network consisting of two 20 kV feeders,
of which the network topology is presented in Fig. 4. More
details of network parameters can be found in [12]. Eight DG
units are connected to the network. Each DG unit is equipped
with an ESS unit. The detailed information of the DG and ESS
units is listed in Table I. The automatic voltage control relay
of the substation and tap changing mechanism is included in
the simulation. The predefined deadband Vdeadband and time
delay Tdelay are set as 4% and 3 s. The tap changing range
of OLTC is ±9 × 1.67% and the mechanical delay is 5 s.
The test system with the proposed controller is simulated in
Matlab/SIMULINK. The controller is implemented using a
MATLAB-function block with a packaging triggered subsys-
tem. The data latency is set as 150 ms in the simulation.

The control period Tc, control horizon Hc and prediction
horizon Hp of the MPC are designed as 2 s, 10 s, and

TABLE II
ZONING AND CRITICAL BUS SELECTION (IN BOLD)

No. Buses No. Buses
1 01 9 24
2 02, 03 10 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31
3 04 11 28
4 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 12, 13 12 32
5 10, 11 13 33, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41,
6 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 42, 43, 44, 45
7 21 14 34, 35
8 22, 23 15 39

Fig. 5. Voltage of MV side bus of the main transformer.

10 s, respectively (i.e., Np = Nc = 5). The deadband
of the SoC ε is set as 10%. Two operation scenarios are
considered in the simulation. Firstly, the control performance
under normal operation only considering the fluctuation of
DG power outputs and network load is tested. Secondly, the
operation with large disturbances induced by the external grid
is considered.

The zoning and critical bus selection results by selecting the
threshold of 0.1, are listed in Table II (critical buses in bold).

A. Normal Operation

In this subsection, the control performance of the MPC-
based coordinated voltage control method under normal oper-
ation is examined and compared with the conventional local
power factor control (PFC) and the one-step optimization-
based optimal control (OPC). For the local PFC control, each
DG unit operates with constant power factor, i.e., Q = P tanϕ
where ϕ is the power factor angle. To prevent the overvoltage
issue, all DG units operate with the constant lagging power
factor and cosϕ = 0.95 is considered in this study. For the
OPC, the control period is also set as 2 s and it also has two
same control modes with the MPC. Moreover, to illustrate the
impact of the ESS in voltage regulation problem, the results
of MPC without ESS are obtained for a comparison. The total
simulation time is 1000 s. The simulation results are shown
in Figs. 5 ∼ 7.

As shown in Fig. 5 and 6, the MPC and OPC can both
effectively regulate the voltages with small deviations and
fluctuations. The fluctuation is mainly caused by the active
power variations of DG units. Comparatively, the MPC per-
forms better than the OPC. The PFC fails to regulate the
voltage at the end of the feeder (VBus20) within the feasible
range. Moreover, introducing the ESS into voltage regulation
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Fig. 6. Voltage of Bus20.

Fig. 7. Reactive power output of DG01.

Fig. 8. Tap position.

can better regulate the voltages with smaller deviations and
fluctuations.

It can be seen from Fig. 7, compared with other methods,
the MPC can better smooth the reactive power outputs of DG
units. If the ESS is not included, the reactive power outputs of
DG units may reach their limits, which may cause inadequate
reactive power reserve under large-disturbance conditions. In
other words, the ESS can alleviate the reactive power burdens
of DG units.

B. Operation With Large Disturbance

In this subsection, to demonstrate the control performance
during large-disturbance conditions, the network is affected
by a large disturbance in the external grid, namely a sudden
voltage increase of 0.1 p.u. at the slack bus (t = 50 s), which
causes all bus voltages increase in the distribution network.
Fig. 8 shows the tap changes of the OLTC transformer. Fig.
9 shows the voltage at Bus36. As can be seen, both of the
OPC and MPC can better recover the voltage. Compared with
the OPC, the MPC can make the voltage recover much faster

Fig. 9. Voltage of Bus36.

Fig. 10. Voltage of Bus36 under MPC with/without active power curtailment.

and smoother due to the prediction mechanism and better
coordination with the OLTC. The PFC shows limited voltage
control capability.

The coordination between the OLTC (discrete and slow
response) and DG/ESS units (continuous and fast response
capability) can be explained as follows. For instance, at the
control point of t = 74 s, since the DNO knows that there
will be a tap change occuring at t = 74 s (actually, the tap
action signal is triggered at t = 69 s but there is a mechanic
time delay of 5 s), the DNO considers the potential tap change
when optimizing the outputs of DG and ESS units. Thus, from
Fig. 9, it can be observed that, after the tap change at t = 74
s, the voltage fast recovers close to 1.0 p.u..

To further illustrate the impact of active power curtailment
of DG units on voltage regulation, the simulation results of the
MPC with and without considering active power curtailment
are compared. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the voltage at
Bus36 recovers much faster and smoother when considering
the necessary active power curtailment of DG units, implying
that the active power curtailment can significantly improve
the voltage regulation capability during the large-disturbance
conditions. There are sudden voltage fluctuations from t = 92
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s to t = 94 s when considering the active power curtailment. It
is because at t = 92 s the controller detects the voltages have
recovered within the feasible range and thus the controller
switches from the corrective mode to the preventive mode
where the control objectives are different.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a MPC-based coordinated voltage con-
trol scheme for distribution networks with high penetration of
DG and ESS. The proposed controller optimally coordinates
power outputs of DG units, ESS units and the tap position
of OLTC to regulate the voltages within the feasible range.
Two control modes are designed for the normal operation
and the operation with large voltage disturbances, respectively.
The simulation results show that the proposed controller is
able to maintain the voltages within the predefined range
during the normal condition and accelerate and smoothen
the voltage recovery during the large-disturbance conditions.
Compared with the conventional PFC and OPC, the MPC
shows better control performances. Moreover, the participation
of ESS and necessary active power curtailment of DG units
can significantly improve the voltage regulation capability
especially under large disturbances.

Since LV distribution networks are often unbalanced with
three-phase four wires, the proposed voltage control scheme
will be extended to account for the unbalanced networks in
the future work.
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